
Delhi Public School, Srinagar  

Lesson plan for the month of November. 

Class:  Xi  “C1/C2”    Subject:  ECONOMICS. Prepared by: UmerFarooqBeigh.  

Name of the Lesson: Human capital Formation, inflation, Infrastructure and Sustainable Economic Development:  

Overview and purpose:Employment (Unemployment), human 
capital formation, infrastructure, sustainable economic 
development and Inflation. Students will be aware about the 
above mentioned  problems facing Indian Economy. 

Main aim of the lesson:why it is necessary for the Developing 
Economy like India to control the problems of unemployment, 
lack of human capital formation and inflation etc. 

 

 Teacher Guide. Student Guide.  

Objective. 
(specific skills/ or demonstration that will be 
learned) 

Students will be able to 
understand what policies and 
programs are taken by the 
government to reduce the 
problems. 

Web material to be provided 
and provided already. 

Materials Needed. 
Digital Board. 
Writing Board. 
Scales etc. 

Information. 
(give and /or demonstrate necessary 
information) 

Students will be able to 
understand, unemployed and 
rate of inflation, present status 
of infrastructure and its growth 
of  according to recent data. 

Search engines like Google 
and Wikipedia etc. 

Verification. 
(steps to check for student understanding) 

Meaning and concept of 
unemployment its types, 
inflation and its types, 
infrastructure and sustainable 
economic development. 

Class lectures and text book. 

Activity. 
(describe the independent activity to reinforce 
this lesson) 

 Any Documentary related to 
Economic Development in 
India. 

To observe the present pace of 
economic development in the 
state of Origin. 

Other resources.  
Text book. / References/ 
Digital material. 



Summary. Students will be able to 
correlate between 
infrastructureand  it’s allied 
parts in relation to Physical and 
Human Development. 

Audio visual aids and class 
lectures. 

Additional Notes.  
On spot class notes. 

 

 

 

Lesson plan for the month of Nov/ Dec 2015. 

Class:  Xii  “C1/5th”   Subject:  ECONOMICS. Prepared by: UmerFarooqBeigh.  

Name of the Lesson: Govt- Budget and the Economy and Balance of payment s. 

Overview and purpose:The meaning, objectives and 
implications of the budget in an Economy./ The effect of 
balance payments on Exports, Imports and enter-ports. 

Main aim of the lesson:  comparison between different 
types of budgets, budget and equitable distribution of 
resources/ income in an economy./ BOP’s  importance for 
the up-liftment of an economy  and forex with reference to 
latest data for the fiscal year 2015-16. 

 

 Teacher Guide. Student Guide.  

Objective. 
(specific skills/ or demonstration that will 
be learned) 

Students will be able to 
answer the questions related 
to Budget and its types / 
BOP of the economy. 

Web material to be provided 
and provided already. 

Materials Needed. 
Digital Board. 
Writing Board. 
Scales etc. 

Information. 
(give and /or demonstrate necessary 
information) 

Budget in the fiscal year 
2015-16./ Bop and it’s 
situation in the year 2015-
16. 

Different search engines like 
Wikipedia/ Google etc. 



Verification. 
(steps to check for student 
understanding) 

Definition part and 
elaboration of the concepts 
e.g., budget, bi-budget 
system, budget receipts and 
budget expenditure./ 
concept of foreign exchange 
rate. 

Class lectures and text 
book. 

Activity. 
(describe the independent activity to 
reinforce this lesson) 

Formation a small scale 
budget for a firm “X”./ the 
situation of BOP for the 
month of Sep/OCT with 
reference to recent data. 

Tables and schedules 
related to budget and BOP.  

Other resources . 
Text book. / References/ 
Digital material. 

Summary. Students will be able to 
understand the importance 
of a deficit budget for a 
developing Economy like 
India. / And Surplus BOP. 

Students will be able to 
understand that why deficit 
Budget and Surplus BOP 
are important for the up-
liftment of Economy. 

Additional Notes.  
On Spot class notes. 

 


